Continuing bus improvements on the Pacific
Highway, Hornsby from Sunday 28 February
February 2021
The NSW Government’s Bus Priority Infrastructure Program is improving
the reliability and efficiency of bus services, while easing congestion for
all road users.
Transport for NSW will continue work to complete the bus improvements on the Pacific
Highway between Edgeworth David Avenue and Leonard Street, Hornsby from Sunday 28
February 2021.
We had planned to finish this work by Friday 26 February, however, work has been delayed
by bad weather and a number of unforeseen issues. To-date, we have removed the
concrete traffic island south of Edgeworth David Avenue, trimmed roadside trees and
carried out road resurfacing and signage changes.
To complete these improvements, we will still need to:
• complete the asphalting work
• relocate the bus stop ID 2077157 about 35 metres south of its current location
• install tactile paving (also known as raised ground indicators) around the bus stop to
make it more accessible for people with disabilities
• paint the bus only lane and road line markings.
The remaining work will be carried out between Sunday 28 February and late March 2021.
There will be four weeks between the asphalting to when the line markings and bus lane is
painted.

Location of work on the Pacific Highway, Hornsby
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Our work schedule

Contact us

We will be on site for up to three night shifts
a week between Sunday 28 February and
Wednesday 31 March, weather permitting.

If you have any questions, please contact
our delivery partner, DM Roads on 1800 332
660 or nsw_projects@dmroads.com.au

Our night work hours will be on any three
nights between Sunday and Friday from
8pm to 5am the next day.

For more information on this project, visit
rms.nsw.gov.au/projects/pacific-highwayhornsby
Thank you for your patience during this
important work.

How will the work affect you?
Our work needs to be carried out at night to minimise traffic disruption and reduce safety risks to
our workers and road users.
Our work may be noisy at times but we will do everything we can to minimise its impact,
including completing noisier tasks, such as concrete drilling, by midnight.
We will inform the residents near the work site three days before the last night shift when we
paint the bus lane and road’s line markings. The overnight parking on the bus lane will be
temporarily unavailable during the work.

Traffic and pedestrian changes
There will be temporary lane closures and reduced speed limit during our work hours to
ensure the work zone is safe for workers and road users. There will be workers on site to
direct motorists and pedestrians at these times.
Please keep to speed limits and follow signs and traffic controllers’ directions. For the latest
traffic updates, you can call 132 701, visit livetraffic.com or download the Live Traffic NSW
App.

February 2021
Priv acy Transport for NSW (“TfNSW”) is subject to the Privacy and Personal Information Protection Act 1998(“PPIP Act”) which requires that we comply with the Information Privacy
Principles set out in the PPIP Act. All information in correspondence is collected for the sole purpose of assisting in the delivery this project. The information received, including names
and addresses of respondents, may be published in subsequent documents unless a clear indication is given in the correspondence that all or part of that information is not to be
published. Otherwise we will only disclose your personal information, without your consent, if authorised by the law. Y our personal information will be held by us at 27 Argyle Street,
Parramatta. You have the right to access and correct the information if you believe that it is incorrect.
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